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ebook,啦啦:2.3 Mb,⻓度:76 ⻚ Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 Page 5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 1 4 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 3 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 Loading... TX-NR525 Quick Start Guide Supplied Accessories Make sure that the that you have the following
accessories: internal FM antenna b AM loop antenna c Speaker cable labels d Remote control and two batteries (AA/R6) ePower cable (Taiwanese models) (Plug type varies from country to country.) fSpeaker installation microphone AV receiver can automatically perform speaker and surround sound settings so you can
easily enjoy surround sound tailored to your hearing environment. Connect the supplied microphone to the AV receiver and follow the on-screen instructions. When setting up your speakers automatically, connect the TV to the AV receiver and the room as quietly as possible. a Using remote control b c d Batteries
(AA/R6) Remote control sensor e AV receiver f Approx. 16 ft. (5 m) Note Before connecting the power cord, connect all speakers and AV components. 1. Speaker Connection 4 5 SN 29401402 (C) Copyright 2013 Onkyo Corporation Japan. All rights reserved. 1 2 Front speakers 3Centric speaker 45 Surround speakers 6
Configure speakers 5.1-channel: 1 2 3 4 5 6 Y1301-1 En * 2 9 4 0 1 4 0 2 * Connect 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 for 5.1-channel surround sound. 2 1 Front Front Speaker R Speaker L 3 Center Speaker Red Green Green Green Powered Surround Surround Surround Subwoofer Speaker R Speaker L 6 6 5 4 You can connect a
powered subwoofer with two SUBWOOFER PRO OUT connectors, respectively. The same signal is the output from each connector. 1/2''-5/8'' (12-15mm) - 2 - Connect components with HDMI Blu-ray Disc / DVD player HDMI OUT Satellite/cable set-top box etc. TV OUT Please turn on HDMI CEC In the settings menu.
Personal gaming computer console HDMI OUT Components connected to each terminal (BD/DVD, GAME, etc.) can be selected using the input selector buttons with the same name on the front panel. Note that you can change these default mappings. Refer to the operating instructions for details. Listen to TV audio (no
audio return channel) AUDIO TV L OUT DIGITAL HDMI OPTICAL IN OUT R Select the audio connection that corresponds to your TV (no audio return channel). (Supports audio return channel) When you use a TV that supports an audio return channel, both the audio/video signals from the AV receiver and the audio
output from the TV are transmitted in both directions on a single HDMI cable. Connecting components without HDMI game console TV VIDEO IN AV Connect OUTing to the network (optional) The following information shows how you can connect an AV receiver to your home network. In this example, it is connected to a
LAN port on a router that has a 4-port 100Base-TX build-in switch. Internet Radio WAN Router Modem Portable LAN Player The computer or media server Content information appears (lists are displayed) on the screen, and you can control the content by looking at the TV screen. 2 skryté strany 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 3 5 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 6 8 69 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 100 1 01 102 103 104 105 106 107 108
109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122 123 124 Dôležité Upd Jedli na servis pre našich vážených zákazníkov Home Audio Hi Fi Komponenty Životný štýl Audio reproduktory Windows Media Audio a Video 9 Series kodeky vám lepší zážitok when you watch the ASF files. View All Page 2 iDeer Blu-
ray Player is a very good Blu-ray movie player, not only as a regular video player, but also as a professional Blu-ray disc player, playing high-definition Blu-ray movies in very good quality. Software features: 1. Play all Blu-ray and DVD discs, but also load Blu-ray discs or folders directly 2. Load ISO files directly, play
images in ISO 3 format. Support not only Blu-ray and DVD, but also CDs, MOV, AVI, MOV, FLV, WMV , MP4, MPEG, RMVB and other formats 4. Support for MP3, WMA, AAC, AC3 and many other audio formats 5. Powerful HD video player and available hardware acceleration, support almost all audio tracks such as
DTS HD Master audio, Dolby TrueHD audio, and so on. Show Full Page 3 View all Page 4 fast broadcasts everyone had to use, after the media upgrade did not download the complete files will all be lost because the upgrade is reinstalled, the system will automatically delete the original file. Here the editor
recommended this fast broadcast 5.0.80 never upgrade versions, and convenient, download speed and fast, but also can play blocked websites! Special Tip: All fast broadcast player installation packages are official websites to package, without any modification, deletion, non-toxic, please be sure to use it. Fast
Broadcast 5.0 will never upgrade v5.0.80 bone version update content: 1, resolve the task when the probability appears to create a task timeout; Play window top problem; View all Page 5 fast broadcast 4.0 non-upgrade versions with low resource consumption, easy operation, high operational efficiency, strong
extensions and so on, no need to install xvid, ffdshow, AC3 filter, OGG, Vobsub and other decoders, you can play video. A Quick 4.0 official download or free online online on-demand software, users need only a few minutes of buffering to directly monitor the wealth of online TV programs. Fastcast 4.0 non-upgrade
update log: new network architecture on demand, more stable and smoother. The new user interface is simpler and simpler. All offers have been reorganised for more flexibility. More audio and video format support is a real all-in-one player. Great audio/video tuning is optimized. Simplifies browser plug-in design. Added
thumbnail view mode for playlists and media libraries. Added a new technology to enhance playback and video. With the addition of support for the new QMV format, network-on-demand QMV broadcasts can reduce buffer time to less than 5 seconds. Deleted ftp files that are no longer used on demand. I've updated the
library design. View All Page 6 Express Player Official Excitement Edition (FastCast Download) is a versatile, personalized software for gamers based on a quasi-video-on-demand (QVOD) kernel. Fast broadcast the official exciting version with low resource consumption, easy operation, high operational efficiency, strong
expansion options and so on, which is the most popular domestic all-powerful player. Fast broadcast player official version of excitement (fast broadcast download) network version built-in excitement network newer and faster movies, can be on-demand in time to watch convenient and fast! Show All Page 7 Total Media
Theatre 5 (TMT) is an all-in-one HD player designed for personal computers. Whether it's playing Blu-ray, DVD, AVCHD, and HD videos on your local computer, or network video on a UPnP server, or online video on the Internet, it's useful. Thanks to the intuitive and innovative user interface design, excellent quality and
playback and leading playback technology, TotalMedia Theatre 5 brings you unprecedented movie viewing on your PC. TotalMedia Theatre 5 (TMT) Features Introduction: The new intuitive user interface of TotalMedia Theatre 5 offers a new and wonderful user interface – stylish, transparent black tone design, intuitive
and easy-to-use navigation, and information center (i button) that will provide you with new patches, product upgrades, and product information. Product. Theatre 5 gives you everything you need to enjoy 3D movies. In addition to strong support for Blu-ray 3D and native 3D video, the program includes our newer 2D-3D
conversion technology, Sim3D, which allows you to simulate 3D effects while watching regular 2D photo presentations and DVD videos. TotalMedia Theatre 5 supports video and 3D TVs in various 3D encoding modes. At the same time, its setup options are so intuitive that you can start enjoying 3D movies with easy
selection. View all Page 8 Express 5.0 Lite contains a set of skins, only support RMVBMP3, MP4, Microsoft AVI, WMV, WMA, FLV, ASF and other step formats, without fast broadcast information, without capturing video. Fastcast 5.0 Lite (FastCast Lite Download) is a home independent research and development based
on quasi-video-on-demand (QVOD) core, multi-functional, personalized player software. Fastcast integrates a new playback engine that supports not only self-developed quasi-video-on-demand technology, but also free BT on-demand software that allows users to watch a wide range of BT movies directly with just a few
minutes of cache. Fast-broadcast Lite has low resource consumption features, easy operation, high operational efficiency and strong expansion capabilities, which is a popular all-powerful player in China. Special Tip: All fast broadcast player installation packages are official websites to package, without any modification,
deletion, non-toxic, please be sure to use it. Fast-broadcast 5.0 Lite (Quick-Broadcast Lite Download) v5.8.130 version of major updates: 1, new save as seed image feature 2, new 3D source automatic recognition 3, new multi-channel smart mix 4, update tv search animation icon version 5, update error prompt 6, new
plug-in screenshot animation effect 7, new QMV plus play pause label display, playback is complete challenge same label included 8 , compatible with phoenix zone http protocol on demand 9, solve the failure of initialization caused by plug-in corruption Fast broadcast next series download address: Fast Broadcast 3.5
official version download fast broadcast 5.0 official download fast broadcast 3.5 non-upgrade version fast broadcast mobile version (fast broadcast iPhone version) shows all Page 9 fast broadcast 5.0 official download (fast broadcast 5) is quasi-video-on-demand (QVOD) kernel , multi-functional, personalized fee player
software download. Fastcast 5.0 series integrates a new playback engine that supports not only self-developed quasi-video-on-demand technology, but also free BT on-demand download software that allows users to track rich BTs directly with just a few minutes of cache v5.8.130 main update version: 1, new save as
seed image feature 2, new 3D source automatic recognition 3, new multi-channel smart mix 4, tv search animation icon update version 5, update error prompt 6, new plug-in screenshot animation effect 7, new QMV plus play pause label display, play complete challenge with same label 8, compatible Phoenix zone
standard http protocol On-demand 9 , to solve the initialization failure caused by plug-in damage Fast broadcast next series download address: Fast Broadcast 3.5 official version download fast broadcast 5.0 Lite version fast broadcast 3.5 non-upgraded mobile version (fast broadcast iPhone version) show all Page 10
RadioBOSS (automatic music player) is an automated broadcast software suitable for public music in public places, can be used in stations, clubs, ballrooms , shops or cinemas. A powerful feature that lets you play music where you need it. RadioBOSS basically includes all the main playback features: load and edit
playlists, play schedule and set special sound effects, and more. Music libraries can search for music files from your hard drive and store them as lists, depending on your music style. This makes it easy to find the music you want by searching for a music style, and provides editing, sorting, statistics, and card filtering at
the top. List template tools to help you make playlist tracking more efficient. View all pages of 11 Cool Dog music rich music resources, old songs, new songs, pop songs quickly search. Through Cool Dog Music 2014 you can easily, quickly and securely achieve a home larger search for music and find, support high
quality sharing of music files to download, but also with friends to transfer movies, games, music, software, pictures. Cool Dog has a good music playback feature, original karaoke lyrics display, a large number of music libraries, cell phone ringtone production, MP3 format conversion and other one-stop music services.
Added Shared Songs List (Cool Password) New KTV Channel Mobile Songs: Add all Page 12 Music Editing Master from mobile to PC (wired connection) is the ideal effective audio editing and audio production software for home users. The software provides you with a powerful and friendly editing environment. With this
software, you can visually edit music without loss, visually record music, add effects and transitions, convert audio files to popular formats, and burn songs to CDs or DVDs. Select this software to meet the above operations and suitable for beginners. View Full Page 13 Flexible media format conversion tool that converts
media files in different on streams compatible with DVDs that support burning monorail DVDs. Additional features: DVD burning, video/audio editing, video/audio encoding, DVD creation, ISO image creation. View All Pages 14 Audio Music Editor is an easy to use audio editing software for you, whether you are a
professional or a beginner. The sound editing software supports a variety of filters and effects. Audio Music Editor Editor Audio Music Editor can also split and merge audio files, which can also be used as recordings and format conversions. You can save several mixtures of audio files in different formats to a file.
Features: Support for editing audio formats: MP3, WMA, OGG, WAV, MP2, G721, G723, G726, VOX, GSM, U-LAW, A-LAW, DSP, ADPCM, CDA (read), APE (saved), FLAC (saved). Supported actions: play, loop, position, cut, copy, bulge, delete, mix, record, truncating, mark, zoom, reverse, reverse, add noise, etc.
Supported effects: fade in, fade out, delay, flip, vibrato, chorus, shift equal. Supported filters: Band Pass, Low Pass, Qualcomm, Low Shelf, High Shelf, Notch, etc. Combine audio files in different formats into a single audio file. Mix multiple different audio file formats into a single audio file. Recording support. Built-in MP3
ID3 label editor for editing MP3, WMA, MP2, MPEG, MP-plus, MPC, OGG and AVI format audio files. Custom output MP3 file bit rates are supported, ranging from 8kbps to 320kbps. Custom output MP3 file sample pick-up rates are supported, ranging from 8000Hz to 44100Hz. Supports parameters for custom audio
output files (WMA, MP2, OGG, VOX, GSM, G723, G726, G721, U-LAW, A-LAW, DSP, ADPCM), including channel, sampling frequency and bit rate. Page 15 Music Morpher is a full-fledged music studio: a combination of musical taps and sound adjustments. It can record live and edit audio files by copying, editing,
splitting, and changing tones. View All Pages 16 Audio Mix Clip Master is a versatile audio editing software that allows recording, mixing, editing, analysis and processing of effects. Introduction to audio mixing main functions: 1, create, import or export wav/mp3/mp2/ogg/g721/g723/g726/vox/raw/pcm/wma/cda and other
audio formats; Sound can be processed in various special effects such as: volume amplification, delay, fading, chrome, flip, normalization, reversal, mute, extension, vibrato, echo, etc.; Show full page 17 v6.2 Report Update: More good software! View all fangxun audio clips page 18 that provide audio clip, snip from video
snip, merge. Audio file output, support for encoding parameters, and file type conversion. Fangxun audio clip introduction: 1, purpose: to provide audio, video files cut, merge, output audio files, support encoding parameters and file type conversion. 2, audio file cut: through the play progress bar to quickly determine the
outputtime period and the time period setting the window to effectively set the time period. 3, merge project management: by merging project files to merge file management, you can attach, delete, copy, paste files merge and edit merge order merge items, you can specify the output period to merge items, you can



generate any time specified content files (eg mute, etc.) and add to merge items, you can find and find a list of files of authorized files. 4. Cut at Merge: By specifying the output time period of the selected file, the selected time period is output directly during the merge process, avoiding the process of cutting the time
period into the file before adding the file to the merge list. 5. Flexible copy merge items: By copying and pasting buttons, you can flexibly add the selected items merge into the merge project you need. 6, mixing processing: When the number of output channels is less than the number of input channels, the user can
choose whether to the remaining source channels and output high-quality single channel mixing. 7, CD track crawl: select cda file cd to browse CD audio tracks (CD Ripping), extract the contents of the selected time period. 8, encoding parameter conversion: through the selection of output to determine the encoding
parameters of the output file format. 9, input file type: support for a large number of audio, video files, the support list will continue to be updated. 10, output file type: Wave support (pcm, alaw, ulaw, adpcm, mp3), Aif, Snd, Mp3, Ogg, Wma, Flac, Ape, Caf (alak), M4a (ms aac), WavPack, 3Gp (ms aac), Tta, Mpc. 11.
Multichannel output: Multichannel output for Wave, Aif, Snd, Ogg, Flac, Wma, WavPack, Caf, Tta. 12, set output options: set the path for saving the output file, set encoding encoding parameters for the encoding encoding, set the audio file label information. 13, setting the output speed: the user can adjust the output rate
according to cpu occupancy at output to avoid excessive CPU time. 14, manage output records: Automatically record output file details, can play, locate, find, join merge, or delete the specified output record. 15, automatically save user options: automatically save user options, the next time you start automatically select
the user's settings options. 16. Settings Files: After you've set up file associations, you can select the audio file you want to play directly in Windows Explorer, or add the audio file directly to the merge list, which is very convenient for you for the audio file. 17, running platform: Win7, Win8, Win10, Vista, WinXp, Win2003,
Win2008, etc. View All Page 19 DJ Music Music Music Mixer has a powerful volume equalizer system, with 10-pás equalizers and 16-pás equalizers to make your work easier. DJ Music Mixer main features: professional soft music and song switching, powerful predefined equalizer system, comprehensive hybrid control,
professional, customizable software features, support for various video formats, easy to use. View All Pages 20 Magic Mixer (Amazing Slow Downer) is a mixing tool designed for people who play music that turns songs 50% to 400% directly without changing their pitch, and can be modified in real time to support CDs,
MP3 tracks and WAVE files. Use it as an effect to make your music into funky club music, making it easy for you to become a disc player. Showing all page 21 Virtual DJs allows you to combine all your DJ performances on your PC, and Virtual DJ's powerful features and intuitive interface effectively cater to live
performances at every opportunity, from free selection and fantasy tuning to multi-channel mixing and generating various special effects. The magic weapon for Virtual DJs to get many users excited is that Virtual DJs provide super mixing capabilities for fast-forwarding, slow-forwarding, music stringing, whether for single
or multi-sound card applications, mixing more live personalized music. Cycle shots and beaters that can be improvised into different mix creations. Drop backspin, double-click flipin double, or brake effects to load sound effects into music with drag-and-drop mice so you can really create a tune with your own style.
Displays all page 22 multi-track audio mixers, supporting effects, function mixing, latency, EQ leveling, compression, effect improvement and detailed display, resonance filtering, and powerful editor. The high-performance 32-bit audio engine supports broadcast-quality WAV files and imports compressed MP3 and WMA
files. View all Page 23 FL Studios for short FL, full name Fruity Loops Studio, so the Chinese used to call it fruit. The latest version is FL Studio 20.0.3.542, which makes your computer look like a full-featured studio, a large mixing disk, and a very advanced production tool that allows your music to break through the
boundaries of imagination. FL Studio first provides a comment editor who can edit the rhythms of various rhythms such as drums, 镲, gongs, pianos, flutes, cello, zither, yangqin, and any other instrument, at the request of the composer. Secondly, an audio editor is available that can edit all kinds of sounds for desired
sound effects in different music, for example, all kinds of sounds in a particular music environment to show high, low, long, short, continuity, intermittent, wiping, burst and other special sound effects. Again provides convenient and fast source input, for special instruments sounds plugged into music, if Simple external
recording can be easily called in FL Studio, easy to obtain source and easy calls to create FL Studio strong editing features. FL Studio features: 1, Mac supports FL FL Studio 100% vectoring for better use on 4K, 5K or even 8K displays and stay crisp 9 Mixer. - Fully redesigned blender, dynamic zoom, 6 layout styles,
plus 3 user-defined audio track management panels. - Multi-pusher selection and setup. - A group of blender sound warehouses. - Multi-touch support. - 10 effect slots on the track. 2, electro-acoustic basic FL Studio fruit is undoubtedly the first choice for the production of electronic music, built-in many electronic
synthetic tones, only Styrus can be exciting for a long time, along with Harmless and Harmor two heavy synthetic tones, so electronic tones have more options, more personalized effector plug-ins such as Grossbeat, Pitcher, Newton, Vocodex can personalized rhythm, vocal effects, while supporting loop stitching. 3, the
strong compatibility of FL Studio 20 on the computer and the corresponding configuration requirements are not high, they can be used flexibly on different devices. - Work perfectly in a system environment over Windows 7/8/10 and Mac OS 10.11. - In addition to the computer, you can also run on the side of the mobile
phone, mobile client. - Can be used as a VSTi or DXi plug-in for host programs such as Cubase, Logic, Orion, etc. – FL Studio Fruit can also support any VST plug-in tone. 4, no music type limit FL Studio can support the production of different types of music, in addition to the best electronic music, you can also create
any pop music, classical music, folk music, country music, jazz and so on, no restrictions on the type of music, let your music break through the boundaries of imagination. FL Studio 20 Software Update Log 1, Mac Support: FL Studio 20 is already running perfectly on Apple Mac computer systems. 2. Time signature: You
can set the default time signature in general project settings and use the time tag to change the time signature. 3. Merge Clips (?freeze): You can pop selected audio and template clips into one audio clip 4, toolbar update: FL Studio 20 applies a new toolbar design and editable layout. 5, classic regression feature:
graphic editor and sampler channel in estimated effect regression function 6, playlist tracks: from 199 to 500. 7, optimization and updating of plug-in features. 8, blender: mixer tracks have 104 to 125, interface layout settings, optimization of functions. 9, fixed some bugs and screen icons more flat FL Studio novart we
start tutorial 1. Open the system setup window for the software setup for the first time. The window appears when you first open the software, and if there is no pop-up we can hold down the keyboard key F10 and then we can choose which sound card and MIDI driver we need. We start with the MIDI settings window, but
the most important thing is the sound settings window Innovative SoundBlaster Live sound card, we can set it to a minimum of 30ms. Main window. After setting, we can see the initial interface of the main window, FL Studio. You notice that the FL Studio interface is nested with many large and small windows. Above the
main window is a toolbar. Inside the large window are (left) and beat sequencers (right). The position of the window can be freely arranged according to our needs. 2. Easy to produce and save output: 1) After opening the software you can choose your favorite tool, it can be replaced in the channel rack, or in the left left
plug-in choose to drag directly into the channel. 2) Open the piano window interface, enter notes can be, this time play your own music cells, improvisation. 3) You can open another tool on another track and enter it again. Different music together is a simple little composition. 4) Output, when production is complete
output need, click on the window export files, usually in mp3 export format. Or output in the appropriate format depending on your needs. View All Pages 24 Audio Edit Recorder (Audacity) is a free cross-platform audio editor that includes Linux, Windows, Mac OS X. You can use it to record, play, input and output WAP,
AIFF, Ogg Vorbis and MP3 files, and support the most commonly used tools such as trimming, vacuuming, mixing, up/down, and changing sound effects. You can cut, copy, and paste (with unlimited cancellation), mix songs, and add effects to recordings. It also has a built-in package editor, a user-friendly audio spectrum
template and a frequency analysis window for audio analysis. Audacity makes it easy to edit music files without load, providing ideal music file features with sound effects, including echo, changing beats, and noise reduction, while built-in editing, copying, mixing and effects features are available for general editing needs.
It also supports plug-in effects VST and LADSPA. View all Page 25 FutureDecks Pro Pro DJ mixing software, using FutureDecks Pro you can mix your songs such as DJ movies, beat matches, seamlessly beat perceived loops, external drivers and MIDI support, VST effects, effective automatic BPM timers, samplers and
many other things that you have 2 decks, mixers and play classic DJ settings. Features introduce classic DJ2 panel, mixer and playback settings independent headphone output and song pre-listening keyboard lock (MasterTempo) with /, off selection step-by-step bending support ASIO / CoreAudio low latency video mix
support (including football field, breakout, twist, scratch in video) time-coded vinyl chloride/CD support for VST and AudioUnits effect, equalizer, analog input/disk/laser recorder filter microphone support, driver call support (zero configuration): Ringer BCD2000/3000, M - Audio Xponent, all hercules controllers with
additional and learning - - / Mac (smart disk detection / load) you can read mp3, m4a, WAV, Aiff, OGG, CDA, MPEG and many files All Page 26 Sunrise DVD conversion MP3 format tool can easily and quickly convert audio extracts from DVD to MP3, WMA, WAV, M4A, OGG, AAC, AMR and other audio formats. Audio
parameters such as audio stencil and audio quality can be adjusted to suit your audio quality and file size needs in the Sunrise DVD Conversion MP3 format tool, and you can specify your own audio extraction. Easy-to-use software interface, ultra-fast DVD audio extraction, Sunrise DVD conversion MP3 format tool
enriches your leisure life. DVD conversion MP3 format feature tool: DVD conversion output common audio format support from DVD audio output MP3, AAC, WMA, WAV, M4A, AMR, AC3, MP2 and other audio formats support DVD components extracting audio output mp3, aac, wma audio formats such as WAV, M4A,
AMR, AC3, MP2 you can play DVD conversion output MP3, AAC, WMA, WAV, M4A, AMR, AC3, MP2 and other audio formats on devices that support audio formats such as MP3. Choosing music DVD dubbing can be played on multimedia devices that support these audio formats You can choose any voiceover in DVD
to convert output common audio format audio clips Sunrise DVD conversion MP3 format tool can freely determine the time to capture part of the audio output audio merge you can combine multiple DVD titles to convert output large audio file frame DVD video preview dvd playback video, you can quickly grab your
favorite photos to save output JPG format edit audio output parameters If not satisfied with the default parameter settings, you have the option to adjust the stencil sound, channel, sound quality, sound quality control output and file size to suit your needs to display all displayed
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